ABSTRACT: A new scheme has been recently proposed by Tanaka et al. (1997; Aquat Microb Ecol 13:249-256) to illustrate the temporal variation in the numerical relationship between heterotrophic nanoflagellates (HNF) and bacteria on both short-term and seasonal scales. To clarify this scheme. seasonal variations in abundance of HNF and bacteria, together with environmental variables, were monitored at 1 to 3 d intervals in Onagawa Bay on the northeastern Pacific coast of Japan. In addition, bacterial growth rates were also measured weekly or bi-monthly. As expected from the marked seasonality of environmental variables, bacterial growth rate showed distinct seasonal variation, being higher in warmer seasons and vice versa. The seasonal variation of bacterial abundance in nature, however, was only 1 order of magnitude, while HNF abundance showed marked seasonal changes. On shorter temporal scales, peaks of bacterial abundance were usually followed by increases in HNF abundance with a lag of 2 to 7 d, and bacterial and HNF abundances changed with 2 to 14 d and 3 to 17 d periods, respectively, indicating so-called predator-prey oscillations. These values generally agree with previously reported values, even though there were temporal and spatial differences. These predator-prey oscillations were confined to a particular region in phase space during a period of ca 1 mo and showed a sequential movement in a anticlockwise and/or clockwise direction. Such movement was termed the predator-prey eddy. On annual scales, the eddy's position and magnitude were different between seasons, but the eddy was confined to a vertically elongated elliptical region in phase space which was similar to findings in our previous study. These results support our contention, namely, that the predator-prey eddy of the HNF-bacteria system always exists and continuously migrates over a certain region of phase space on an annual basis.
INTRODUCTION
Heterotrophic nanoflagellates (HNF) are now considered to play an important role in regulating bacterial abundance and recycling inorganic nutrients and dissolved organic matter (Fenchel 1982a to d , Azam et al. 1983 , Andersson et al. 1985 , Goldman & Caron 1985 , Sherr et al. 1986 ). It has been reported that HNF and bacteria are widely distributed and abundant, on the order of 10' to 104, and 105 to 107 cells ml-', respectively (e.g. van Es & Meyer-Reil 1982 , Fenchel 1986 . ' Present address: Station Zoologique, BP 28, F-06234 Villefranche-sur-Mer, France. E-mail: tanaka@ccrv.obs-vlfr.fr Statistical analysis shows that HNF abundance positively correlates with bacterial abundance across a wide range of aquatic environments (Berninger et al. 1991 , Sand.ers et al. 1992 , Gas01 & Vaque 1993 . The numerical relationship between bacteria and HNF is often, simplified to a ratio of ca 103:1, and this suggests that both HNF and bacteria respond to changing environmental factors in parallel over wide geographical and temporal scales (Wright & Coffin 1984a) . In fact this numerical relationship actually shows wide variability, up to 2 orders of magnitude (102:1 to 104:1, see Sanders et al. 1992, their Fig. 2) . Within each system, it has often been observed that bacterial abundance is less variable, but HNF abundance shows marked sea-sonal fluctuations (Wright & Coffin 1984a , Davis et al. 1985 , Iwamoto et al. 1994 , Mostajir et al. 1995 , Tanaka et al. 1997 ). In addition, several reports revealed that the abundances of bacteria and HNF show regular cyclic changes with a certain lag phase, i.e. predatorprey oscillations, when monitoring was done at shorter intervals (Fenchel 1982d , Davis et al. 1985 , Andersen & S~r e n s e n 1986, Nakamura et al. 1994 , Tanaka & Taniguchi 1996 .
However, no adequate explanation has been given for the numerical relationship established between HNF and bacteria. Based on seasonal monitoring conducted in Onagawa Bay on the northeastern Pacific coast of Japan, we recently proposed a new scheme to illustrate the temporal variation in the numerical relationship between HNF and bacteria on both shortterm and seasonal scales (Fig. 1, Tanaka et al. 1997) . Namely, bacterial abundance varied within a narrow range throughout the year, while HNF abundance showed marked seasonal changes. Short-tern~ observations conducted each month in summer and winter revealed that peaks of bacterial abundance were usually followed by increases in HNF abundance with a certain lag phase and that both abundances changed 11 system I - Tanaka et al. 1997) . Three predator-prey e d d~e s show the numerical relationship between HNF and bacteria in phase space on a shorter temporal scale, although we consider the eddy to b e continuous in time. The shaded area shows the region within which the eddy migrates annually In Onagawa Bay; the elliptical form reflects the greater vanation in HNF abundances than In bacterial abundances. 'Active phase' and 'less active phase' respectively mean rapid and slow material cycling through the HNF-bacteria system, because both metabolic activities and HNF abundance are high in warmer seasons and vice versa in the remaining period cyclically, indicating predator-prey oscillations. When HNF abundance was plotted against bacterial abundance, i.e. phase space plotting, using the results obtained by short-term monitoring, these predatorprey oscillations were confined to certain areas, the position and magnitude of which differed in time. In addition, since the HNF-bacteria system moved in clockwise and anticlockwise directions or a complicated succession In phase space, we termed such areas predator-prey eddies. The seasonal relationship between the 2 groups of microorganisms was confined to a vertically elongated elliptical region in phase space (Fig. 1) . Based on seasonal and short-term changes of their abundance, the annual cycle of the HNF-bacteria relationship can be considered a continual migration of the predator-prey eddy in phase space. This diagram, however, was based on annual data sets collected by weekly observations, and 2 d interval observations were limited to 1 mo each in summer and winter.
Thus, to clarify our scheme, intensive sampling with shorter time intervals was successively carried out for 1 yr. We intensively monitored the abundance of HNF and bacteria, together with environmental variables, at 1 to 3 d intervals. Duplicate counts for enumeration of HNF and bacteria were always conducted to minimize the counting error. Bacterial growth rates were also measured weekly or bi-monthly. In this paper, we discuss the existence of the predator-prey eddy of HNF-bacteria associations in nature, the continuously migrating behavior of the eddy in phase space, and its annual range in Onagawa Bay, Japan.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study site. Onagawa Bay opens to the western North Pacific Ocean, and its topography allows water exchange to some extent between the inner and outer bay (Sasaki et al. 1995) . The innermost part of the bay is separated from the main basin by several long breakwaters, which jut into the bay from both sides and constrict the entrance, forming a semi-enclosed embayment. There is no significant inflow of freshwater, and only very small streams enter Onagawa Bay. We fixed one station (Stn 1: 38"26.12'N, 14l02?.62'E) at the inner breakwater near Onagawa Marine Laboratory, Tohoku University (Fig. 2) . This station is subjected to tidal change so that depth to the bottom changes from ca 5 to 6.5 m throughout the year. Thus the difference in tidal height between spring and neap tides is small.
Environmental variables and HNF and bacterial abundances. A seasonal field survey was conducted at Stn 1 in the morning (06:OO to 08:OO h JST) from January 1996 to February 1997. During the period from 
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The HNF were stained with DAPI for 5 min (final conc. 1 pg ml-l), thereafter with 3-6-diamino-acridine hemi-sulfate (proflavine; final conc. 0.06 1-19 ml-'; Haas 1982) and finally collected on the filter.
All the filters were examined under a Nikon epifluorescence microscope equipped with a 50 W mercury lamp at 1000x magnification. Over 400 bacterial cells were counted under UV excitation (330 to 380 nm with a 420 nm barrier filter) in at least 10 fields. Heterotrophic flagellates which emit green fluorescence under blue excitation (410 to 485 nm with a 515 nm barrier filter) and blue fluorescence under UV excitation were counted in at least 25 fields; over 100 cells per filter were enumerated, and sized with an ocular micrometer. Cell volume and equivalent spherical diameter (ESD) of these heterotrophs were then calculated by assuming their shape to be spherical or ellipsoidal. Throughout the study Water samples for determination of 4 nutrients (NO2, NO3, NH,, PO,) and chlorophyll a (chl a) and for microscopic enumeration of HNF and bacteria were collected with a Kitahara water bottle from the 2 m layer. The water samples were always processed in Onagawa Marine Laboratory within 30 min after obtaining the samples as described below.
Samples for chl a were filtered onto Whatman GF/F glass fiber filters, extracted in 90% acetone and determined by the method of Yentsch & Menzel (1963) with a HITACHI 139 spectrofluorometer. Concentrations of the 4 nutrients in the filtrate were determined with a Flow Solution spectrophotometer system (manual methods of Parsons et al. [l9841 adapted for an automated system).
From each water bottle sample, duplicate 100 m1 subsamples for enumeration of HNF and bacteria were fixed with glutaraldehyde (final conc. 0.9%) and kept refrigerated (ca 5°C). Bacteria in each 10 m1 aliquot from the 2 subsamples were stained with 4'6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI; final conc. 1 1-19 ml-l) for 5 min and then a 3 m1 subsample was filtered onto a 25 mm, 0.2 pm pore size Nigrosin-stained Nuclepore filter (Porter & Feig 1980) . Another aliquot (15 to 50 ml) was taken from the 100 m1 sample for HNF enumeration and concentrated to ca 10 m1 on a 25 mm, 0.6 pm ESD dominated, representing 62 to 96% (mean 81 %) in cell number of all heterotrophic nanoplankters between 2 and 20 pm ESD. Since most bacterivores have been reported to be smaller than 5 pm in size (Sherr & Sherr 1991) , we considered the heterotrophic flagellates of 2 to 5 pm ESD to be bacterivores. Although it has been reported that some of the heterotrophic nanoplankters larger than 5 pm could also be bacterivores (e.g. Fenchel 1982a , Goldman & Caron 1985 , Sherr & Sherr 1987 , the general trend of the present results would not be affected due to the predominance of flagellates of 2 to 5 pm ESD. Hereafter, we refer to the flagellates of 2 to 5 pm ESD as 'HNF'.
One filter for enumeration of bacteria and 1 for HNF was prepared for each duplicate subsample from the water bottle, making 4 filters in total. The abundance of bacteria and HNF are reported as the mean value of 2 counts, unless stated otherwise. The ranges of the duplicate counts from each water bottle were usually 1 2 0 % of the mean values.
Bacterial growth rate. Since our previous study (Tanaka et al. 1997 ) indicated that the limited seasonal variation of bacterial abundance in Onagawa Bay is due to top-down (predation control) rather than bottom-up (substrate limitation) control, the bacterial growth rate was measured in this study in the absence of bacterivores. To measure the growth rate at 1 or 2 wk intervals throughout the year, we deliberately selected the quickest method, i.e, the size fractionation method, where the increase in bacterial cell number after removing bacterivores was counted with an epifluorescence microscope (e.g. Wright & Coffin 1984b) . This method can be affected by dissolved organic matter exudate from some fragile cells (Ferguson et al. 1984) and/or the elimination of particulate organic matter including detritus and phytoplankton (Gude 1986) by the filtration processes. However, since we employed the same method throughout this study, the results obtained should reflect the seasonal trend of bacterial growth capability.
Water for the growth experiments was sampled at 2 m at Stn 1 almost weekly during the period from June 1996 to June 1997 by using a sampling system which consisted of a teflon diaphragm pump, an air compressor and NRK" universal tubing (Nihon Rikagaku Kikai, Japan). The system was precleaned thoroughly by sequential rinsing with 1 N HC1-distilled water, tap water, distilled water and finally with seawater in situ. After cleaning, ca 8 1 of water were pumped at a rate of ca 1 1 min-' into a 20 1 precleaned polycarbonate container, which was placed under a tarpaulin to prevent exposure to direct sunlight. In the laboratory, aliquots of the water sample were filtered through a 20 pm nylon mesh by gravity, and then through a Nuclepore filter (0.6 p m pore size) under gentle negative pressure (<50 mm Hg) using a polysulfone filtration apparatus. To avoid clogging, the volume of each aliquot was adjusted to 100-300 ml. By repeated filtrations, ca 1 1 of filtrate (~0 . 6 pm) was collected in a 1 1 polycarbonate bottle, which was precleaned by modifying the protocol of Fitzwater et al. (1982) , i.e. sequential overnight soaks in detergent and in 1 N HC1 (repeated twice) and then in 2% nitric acid, followed by 3 rinses with 1 N HCl using distilled-deionized water. The bottles were kept soaked in 1 N HC1 distilled-deionized water when not in use.
Just before incubation, a 100 m1 aliquot was taken from the bottle to check for contamination of larger organisms than bacteria, or potential bacterivores, as well as to enumerate bacteria, by the same methods described in the preceding sections. The incubation was conducted in the shade in a seawater tank on land where the temperature was kept within +2"C of the in situ temperature by circulating natural seawater. Duplicate 10 m1 subsamples for enumeration of bacteria were withdrawn with a sterile pipette at intervals of 4 to 1 2 h for 24 to 48 h. Subsamples were fixed, stored and counted for bacteria as previously described.
The growth rate of bacteria (p: h-') was calculated for the exponential growth phase by linear regression analysis of the natural log of bacterial density (cells ml-l) versus incubation time (h). The significance of the regression was evaluated by the null hypothesis that p = 0 (t-test: Sokal & Rohlf 1995).
RESULTS

Environmental variables
The annual range of temperature was 5.8 to 24.2OC (Fig. 3A) . Temperature increased from March through August/September, and thermal stratification was observed between mid-May and August, with occasional mixing due to storms. After the end of September, water was mixed vertically and the temperature decreased (data presented in T. .
The concentration of total nitrogenous nutrients (NO2+NO3+NH4) at 2 m at Stn 1 varied from 0.55 to 18.9 PM, being generally high from fall to winter (Fig. 3B ). NO2 and NO3 varied in unison and were higher from October 1996 to February 1997. NH, showed intensive short-term fluctuations, especially in August 1996, but was significantly higher from October 1996 to January 1997 than from February to May and September 1996 when monthly means were compared (t-test, p < 0.05). The seasonal trend of PO, was similar to NO2 and NO3, being high from fall to late winter (Fig. 3C) . From spring to summer, the concentration of PO, was low and occasionally less than the detection limit (0.04 FM), usually for less than 5 d, while nitrogenous nutrients were mostly > l pM. Chl a concentrations ranged from 0.15 to 6.4 pg I-' and were high from early February to September 1996 and low from October 1996 to February 1997 (Fig. 3D) . In Onagawa Bay, chl a peaks 110 pg 1-' are usually observed in spring, summer and fall (e.g. Ishikawa 1995 , Tanaka et al. 1997 . Less pronounced peaks of chl a were observed in the present study for unknown reasons.
Bacterial and HNF abundance
Bacterial abundance at 2 m ranged from 0.4 X 106 to 4 X 106 cells ml-' with frequent short-term fluctuations (Fig. 4) . The seasonal trend of bacterial abundance was weak, but statistically higher from May through October (except for July) than during the rest of the period in which monthly means were compared (t-test, p < 0.05). HNF abundance ranged from 0.04 X 103 to 4.6 X 103 cells ml-l, showing a seasonal variation of 2 orders of magnitude (Fig. 4) . HNF counts started to increase in April, and were higher from May through early October with temporal fluctuations up to 1 order of magnitude, and then decreased through January 1997 when monthly means were compared (t-test, p < 0.05).
On shorter temporal scales, abundances of bacteria and HNF fluctuated in a regular cyclic manner with a variable lag phase between the two (Fig. 5) . These coupled oscillations were observed previously at 0, 2 and 5 n~ at the same site in July 1994 (Tanaka & Taniguchi 1996, see their Figs. 3 to 5). In the present study, duplicate counts of HNF and bacteria were always conducted to minimize the counting error, however, it was occasionally difficult to determine the significant differences (t-test, p < 0.05) between abundances enumerated with such a high temporal resolution. The cyclic fluctuations in bacterial abundance seemed to be more frequent (data not shown). This might be because bacterial and HNF abundances in nature reflect not only a direct predator-prey relationship but also seasonal trends and environmental factors. Thus, we deliberately set relaxed criteria to determine peak abundance, the period between peaks and the lag phase in predator-prey oscillations of the HNFbacteria system. The criteria we used were as follo\vs:
(1) a.bundance was considered to peak when its mean was higher than the mean abundance before and/or after it (t-test, p < 0.1), (2) the period is the duration between 2 proximate peaks of bacterial or HNF abundance and (3) the lag phase is the period between proximate peaks of bacterial and HNF abundance. For example, in June 1996, peaks of bacterial abundance were observed on Days 8, 15 and 24, and therefore, the periods were 7 and 9 d (Fig. 5E) . A lag phase of 2 and 3 d was observed between the peaks of bacteria and HNF, i.e. Days 8 and 10, Days 24 and 27 respectively. These parameters of HNF-bacteria oscillations are summarized for each month in Table 1 . Both the lag phase and the period were usually detected 2 or 3 times in each month, more frequently in August 1996, and only once in January 1997. Generally the lag phase ranged from 2 to 7 d, while a '0' lag phase or a synchronized oscillation was observed in March, May, September and November in 1996. The 0 lag phase 2 to 14 3 to 17 a'O' lag: both bacterial and HNF peaks were detected on the same day might be due to the sampling interval. On the other hand, uncoupled oscillations were occasionally observed, e.g. peaks in abundance on 16 April for bacteria and on 11 August for HNF (Fig. 5C,G) . These results deviate from theory, indicating that other factors also influenced the HNF-bacteria relationship as outlined in the 'Discussion' section. Bacteria and HNF oscillated with 2 to 14 d and 3 to 17 d periods, respectively. There were no clear seasonal variations in the lag phase or the period.
These coupled oscillations were transcribed in phase space to analyze the behavior of the HNF-bacteria system. Although we assumed that the orbit of the HNF-bacteria system in phase space was continuous throughout the year, the data for September and December are presented as examples (Fig. 6) . Each of the data sets was confined to a particular region which was graphically similar to that predicted by the classical predator-prey model (e.g. Lotka 1925 , Volterra 1926 , 1939 . Although the sequential movement showed both anticlockwise and clockwise directions in September and only anticlockwise in December, these results demonstrate that the HNF-bacterial relationship in nature is a predator-prey relationship and that the term predator-prey eddy (Tanaka et al. 1997 ) is a fitting description.
September
Bacteria (cells ml-l) Fig. 6 . Behavior of the HNF-bacteria system observed in September and December 1996 given in a 2-dimensional phase space (see Fig. 4 ) . Arrows with dotted lines (September) and arrows with sohd lines (December) are shown with the sampling day to mark the direction of the change peratures ranged from 6.6 to 22.7OC in the incubation experiments. Bacterial growth rate ranged from 0.013 to 0.131 h-' which corresponds to 0.5 to 4.6 divisions d-' (Fig. 7) . During the periods from June to November in 1996 and from May to June in 1997, growth rate was usually higher (0.03 to 0.1 h-'), with short-term fluctuations, but generally <0.03 h-' from December 1996 to April 1997. Although the maximum value observed on 31 October 1996 was within the range of previous data (see White et al. 1991) , it was assumed to be erroneous because: (1) bacterial growth was recorded only in the early half (6 to 12 h) of the 33 h incubation and (2) the in situ chl a concentration (0.33 pg I-') was as Bacterial growth rates were measured almost error bars are not visible, they are less than the size of the weekly (43 occasions) throughout the year. Water temsymbol low as in the following winter when bacterial growth was also low. Therefore, this value was excluded from the following discussion.
DISCUSSION
Seasonal and short-term variations
It has been reported for temperate waters that the bacterial growth rate is likely influenced by temperature, and sometimes by substrate supply, especially in warmer seasons (Scavia & Laird 1987 , Hoch & Kirchman 1993 , Shiah & Ducklow 1994 . In Onagawa Bay, as expected from the marked seasonality of environmental variables like temperature and chl a, the bacterial growth rate also showed distinct seasonal variation, being higher in warmer seasons and vice versa (Fig. 7) . Our results demonstrate that growth of the bacterial populations in the bay is always positive (p < 0.05). This implies that bacterial abundance in nature was usually below the carrying capacity of the bay. Nevertheless, as observed in our previous study (Tanaka et al. 1997) , the seasonal variation of the bacterial abundance in situ was only 1 order of magnitude (Fig. 4) . This contradictory phenomenon of a high growth capability but only small increases in abundance could be explained by the so-called top-down control by predators which can quickly remove increasing bacteria. On the other hand, the lower values of bacterial abundance in the bay corresponded to reported values of a feeding threshold for HNF on bacteria (e.g . Fenchel 1982b , Andersen & Fenchel 1985 , Wikner & Hagstrom 1991 . Therefore, the observed narrow range of seasonal variation of bacterial abundance can be explained by both the intensive feeding by HNF on increasing bacteria and the inability of HNF to feed on bacteria at lower densities.
Our results also reveal that both HNF and bacterial abundances in nature continually fluctuate on shorter temporal scales throughout the year, although our criterion for the determination of peaks does not premit extensive statistical treatment (Fig. 5) . However, 60% of bacterial peaks and 74 % of HNF peaks were significantly higher than both the mean abundances before and after the peaks (p < 0.05). It is quite interesting that lags of 2 to 7 d between bacterial and HNF fluctuations with 2 to 17 d periods are in general agreement with previously reported values: ca 4 d lags between both fluctuations with ca 16 d periods in August/September (Fenchel 1982d ) and 3 to 8 d lags with 7 to 23 d periods from March to November (Andersen & S~r e n s e n 1986) in Limfjorden, Denmark, and 1 to 3 d lags with 5 to 10 d periods in July/August in Seto Inland Sea, Japan (Nakamura et al. 1994) , as well as our previous data from Onagawa Bay, i.e. 2 to 6 d lags with 4 to 10 d periods in July 1994 (Tanaka & Taniguchi 1996) .
Theoretically, abundances of populations with 1 predator type and 1 prey type should oscillate with similar periods and a lag phase which is about 1/4 of its period (Lotka 1925 , Volterra 1926 , 1939 . However, because both abundances showed a variety of fluctuations, predator-prey oscillations between HNF and bacteria were occasionally not clear, i.e. synchronized and uncoupled oscillations (Fig. 5, Table 1 ). When the monitoring is conducted in nature, the following factors may cause this variability in lag and period: (1) difficulties in monitoring the succession of such predatorprey populations due to sampling interval, physical dsturbances (e.g. current, storms and advection) and diverse microniches (cf. Davis et al. 1985 , Azam 1998 , (2) Campbell & Carpenter 1986 , Parslow et al. 1986 , Sherr 1988 ). In addition, we monitored abundances of HNF and bacteria at the comn~unity level and observed that different sets of species of HNF bloomed and crashed over a season and some even within a week.
Since the innermost part of Onagawa Bay is a semienclosed embayment without significant inflow of freshwater and the maximum change in depth to the bottom at Stn 1 is ca 1.5 m, a quick and/or substantial replacement of the water mass seems to be unlikely at this study site. A clear relationship between HNF and bacterial abundances and the tidal cycle was not evident from die1 observations at 2 h intervals (Tanaka 1995) . To evaluate the influence of advection, we compared the mean of the bacterial growth rate with the rate of increase in bacterial abundance in situ for each month from June 1996 to January 1997. The rate of increase was calculated from each successive 2 data points by assuming an exponential increase in bacterial abundance. However, because the rate of increase in abundance never exceeded the mean of the bacterial growth rate (data not shown), we do not believe that advection profoundly affected our results.
The bacterial growth rate showed short-term fluctuations (Fig. 7) and may have been influenced by fluctuations in bacterial substrates and/or viral activities. However, the growth rate was always positive (p i 0.05), which would imply that the bacterial growth rate or abundance in this bay was not highly depressed by either substrates or viral activity. Total ciliates (heterotrophic and mixotrophic naked and tintinnid forms) and total dinoflagellates (heterotrophic naked and thecate forms) varied from 2 to 83 cells ml-' and from 4 to 68 cells ml-', respectively, at the same site and were abundant from spring to summer in 1997 (M. Tanaka 1998); either group may have consumed bacteria and/or HNF. Copepods dominated by Acartia clausi were abundant in summer (total abundance 9 X 103 to 3 X 104 ind. m-3) in Onagawa Bay (Uye 1980) and may have preyed on HNF. Cyanophyte abundance ranged from < l 0 to 9.2 X 104 cells ml-' from January 1996 to February 1997 and was higher from June to September (mean 1.0 X 104, range 9 X 10' to 9.2 X 104 cells ml-l, unpubl. data). Because the feeding threshold for HNF on cyanophytes was predicted to be 6 X 104 cells ml-' by Landry et al. (1984) and cyanophyte abundance was only sporadically higher than this threshold in Onagawa Bay, the utilization of cyanophytes might not be common for HNF. Although prochlorophytes may be available to HNF (e.g. Landry et al. 1995) , we did not enumerate them due to their dim and fast-fading autofluorescence under the epifluorescence microscope (Monger & Landry 1993) . However, recent observations demonstrate that prochlorophytes are truly oceanic organisms, largely distributed in the deeper part of the euphotic layer in the oligotrophic oceans (Lindell & Post 1995 , Buck et al. 1996 . Therefore, if they are distributed in Onagawa Bay, their contribution to the HNF diet does not appear to be significant.
On the other hand, Parslow et al. (1986) suggested that the response of HNF to fluctuating densities of autotrophic picoplankton might be intrinsically complicated even in continuous culture experiments with populations of only 1 type of predator and 1 type of prey. Thus, it is difficult to identify and/or isolate each factor which may cause a deviation from the theoretical model. One of the important findings in this study is that the predator-prey oscillations are usually stable throughout the year in spite of so many possible variables. Furthermore, the previous reports mentioned above showed similar trends to those observed in the present study although temporal and spatial conditions were different. Therefore, it seems that similar relationships between HNF and bacteria in nature might exist, both in terms of lags and periodicities over longer temporal and wider geographical ranges, at least in the northern temperate zone (T. Tanaka 1998).
Predator-prey eddy in the HNF-bacteria system On a monthly basis, the position of an HNF-bacteria eddy was confined to a particular region in phase space (Fig. 6 ), in spite of sporadic and sometimes drastic changes in environmental variables (cf. Fig. 3 ). The eddy's position and magnitude varied between seasons (Fig. 6 ). These trends were also shown in the other months (T. Tanaka 1998). The annual behavior of the eddies could be illustrated by calculating their monthly means (Fig. 8) . As was shown in a previous study (Tanaka et al. 1997 , see their Fig. 5) , because of relatively small seasonal variation of bacterial abundance, the eddy was confined to a vertically elongated elliptical region in phase space. Interestingly, this relationship seems to be similar to one of the steady-state solutions in the model used by Thingstad et al. (1997) , in which bacterial abundance remains constant while HNF abundance increases with the system's nutrient richness. These results support our contention that the predator-prey eddy of the HNF-bacteria system always exists and continuously migrates over a certain range of phase space on an annual basis.
All the data on HNF and bacterial abundances from this study and from our previous study (Tanaka et al. 1997 ) are plotted in phase space to consider the region where the HNF-bacteria system in Onagawa Bay might be confined (Fig. 9) . Because the seasonal variation of chl a concentration was smaller in the present study (mean 1.8, range 0.15 to 6.4 pg l-l) than in the previous one (mean 4.3, range 0.35 to 18.9 pg 1-l), a difference in the position and magnitude of the region was to be expected. In fact, it seems that the previous data (Fig. 9a) were more scattered (0.2 X 106 to 4 X 106 cells ml-' for bacteria, 0.03 X 103 to 6.7 X 103 cells ml-' for HNF) than the present data (Fig. 9b, to 4 X 106 cells ml-' for bacteria, 0.04 X 103 to 4.6 x determined by the annual range of local environmen-103 cells ml-' for HNF), however, this might have been tal conditions. If so, the scheme proposed by Tanaka et caused by a difference in the counting methods, i.e.
al. (1997) is not only valid in Onagawa Bay but is also single versus duplicate counts were done respectively applicable to aquatic systems over wide geographical in the previous and the present series (cf. 'Materials ranges. and methods', Tanaka et al. 1997) . Therefore, the data obtained in both series were confined to a very similar region, i.e, a vertically elongated elliptical region. This result suggests the existence of a particular region in the HNF-bacteria system in Onagawa Bay, which confines the eddy to a particular region in phase space.
Concluding remarks
Recent studies have revealed that the microbial loop is a more complicated and dynamic process than previously thought (e.g. Bergh et al. 1989 , Koike et al. 1990 , Nagata & Kirchman 1992 , Fuhrman & Noble 1995 . Our data are limited to just 2 components of the micro- relationship in each system is confined to a particular Thingstad F (1983) The ecological role of water-column region in phase space and that this region is likely microbes in the sea. Mar Ecol Prog Ser 10:257-263
